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Ionic skin: from imitating natural skin to beyond
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Ionic skin, as an emerging subclass of artificial skin, has been proposed and developed for nearly a decade,

which makes up for the partial shortcomings of electronic skin to some extent. Highly similar to the ion-

sensing mechanism of natural skin, the ionic skin also acquires and conducts perceptual signals in the form

of ions. During this decade, a great deal of effort has been devoted to the species amplification of ionic soft

matter and the discovery of new mechanisms of artificial ion sensing. It is worth emphasizing that the

deciphering of the perceptual mechanisms of natural skin has inspired a great number of bionic studies in

pursuit of the reproduction of natural touch in ionic skin. Ionic skin, as a multi-functional operating

platform, is also endowed with attractive functions that are beyond natural skin. The birth and appearance

of ionic skin greatly promote the vigorous development of products in the era of the internet of things,

such as human-machine interaction, prosthetics and wearable devices. In this review, on the basis of

explaining the perceptual mechanism of natural skin, we deeply analyze the progressive sensing

mechanism of bionic ionic skin. The typical cases of ionic skin that are beyond the ability of natural skin are

also summarized in detail. Finally, constructive perspectives and common issues are presented for the

future development of ionic skin.
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1 Introduction

As the largest human organ, the skin is the vital physical
barrier for maintaining survival, and it is regarded as a
multifunctional platform for the communication of
information and substance exchange between the body and

surroundings.1–3 The perception ability of skin originates
from the delicate array of receptors that can discriminately
convert external stimuli (such as tension, pressure and
temperature) into bioelectrical signals available to the brain,
which in turn innervate the body to respond to these external
stimuli in a timely manner.4,5 Skin also serves as a physical
barrier against pathogenic bacteria to stabilize the internal
environment of humans. In the past decades, the booming
era of the internet of things has spawned artificial skin as an
alternative to natural skin. The ultimate goal of artificial skin
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development is to reproduce, strengthen and expand the
function similar to natural skin. The emergence of these
artificial products has gradually satisfied our imagination of
this fascinating technology. More practically, artificial skin
has shown great promise in wearable devices, prosthetics,
medical treatment and health monitoring.6

As the first subclass of artificial skin, electronic skin,
which utilizes the transfer of electrons or holes to conduct
electrical signals, has made rapid development. Although
electronic skin based on electronic conductors can meet the
essential requirements of electrical conductivity and
flexibility, it is limited in its ability to meet additional
requirements in specific applications, such as
biocompatibility, rapid self-healing and transparency.7,8 Since
Whitesides and Suo first proposed the concept of ionic skin
in 2014, the development of artificial skin has ushered in a
new development opportunity.8 After nearly a decade of
development, numerous novel materials and scientific
phenomena have emerged in this field. Abundant ion
species, such as inorganic salts, ionic liquids, dynamic ionic
liquids, and ionic deep eutectic solvents, have been
integrated into the soft matter.9–14 These examples of rich
and expansive ionic soft matter have also promoted the
diversification of ionic skin types, which have gradually
expanded from the initial ionic hydrogels to ionic organic
gels. Many new academic terms have emerged in the field of
ion sensing, such as “ionic conductors”, “iontronics”, and
“ionogels”. However, considering the similarity of their
properties and functions, flexible devices based on them can
all be assigned to the ionic skin. Thanks to this treasure trove
of ionic soft matter, ionic skin with excellent self-healing,
biocompatibility and transparency can be readily obtained by
selecting applicable formulas of ionic soft matter.8,15 More
importantly, the relatively mature development of resistive,
capacitive, thermoelectric and triboelectric sensing
mechanisms involved in ion sensing has also endowed ionic
skin with the essential perception ability, which can respond
to external temperature, tension and pressure stimulation in
the form of electrical signals.

Particularly, the increasing clarity of the molecular
mechanisms of natural skin perception, especially the case
where the research on touch and temperature receptors won
the 2021 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine, has
encouraged and inspired researchers in the field of artificial
skin and prompted them to seek bionic strategies to achieve
the artificial reproduction of natural touch. Similar to natural
skin that uses ions to transmit signals, ionic skin using ions
as a sensing medium is considered to be the most promising
sensing platform for communication with living organisms.16

Moreover, ions, especially designable organic ions, are more
likely to be manipulated. Therefore, many researchers are
obsessed with the manipulation of ions to achieve a similar
perception ability or even beyond that of natural skin. In
addition to recreating the tactile perception of natural skin,
the emerging ionic skin has expanding functions that are
beyond natural skin to adapt to rigorous and diverse practical

applications. On the one hand, visual perception and
noncontact perception are incorporated into the ionic skin
system, and adaptive ionic skin in extreme cold and
underwater environments is gradually emerging. On the
other hand, more additional functions have been creatively
proposed, which greatly strengthen the application
connotation of ionic skin.

This review introduces the emerging phenomena and
strategies of ionic sensing that exclusively belong to ionic
skin from the aspect of bionic tactile perception. Meanwhile,
combined with the leading role played by ions, the functions
of ionic skin that are beyond natural skin will be elaborated
on. Finally, constructive perspectives and key issues that need
to be addressed will be presented. We hope that this review
will be conducive to the researchers in this field grasping the
development and trends of ionic skin.

2 Bio-receptor-inspired tactile
sensing

Information interaction with the outside world is the basic
physiological function of humans to maintain survival. These
acquired sensations can be collectively referred to as
somatosensory, which are colloquially known as touch. It
consists of four main categories: touch, proprioception (the
perception of mechanical displacement of muscle and joints),
thermo-sensation, and nociception (the perception of harmful
mechanical, thermal, or chemical stimuli that cause pain).5

Skin, as the largest organ in the human body, can be
considered as a window for touch and temperature perception.
Temperature receptors and mechanoreceptors that are
expressed in specific cells are key targets that dominate the
acquisition of these perceptions (Fig. 1a). Patapoutian and
Julius discovered and revealed the working mechanism of
touch and temperature receptors, for which they were awarded
the 2021 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine.4 They found
that the nature of these receptors is typical of ion channel

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic illustration of the mechanoreceptors and
thermo-receptors in human skin; (b) PIEZ01 and PIEZ02 are the
specific ion channel proteins that govern mechanical force sensation.
(c) A series of thermo-TRPs associated with temperature sensation.
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proteins. Both PIEZO1 and PIEZO2 ion channel proteins are
responsible for the sense of mechanical stimuli.4,17 The
transient receptor potential (TRP) ion channel family are the
molecular machines that detect temperature stimuli.4,5,18,19

When these channel proteins produce a conformational
change under certain external stimuli, that is, the transition
from the “closed state” to the “open state”, a large number of
ions will flow in, and the corresponding action potential will be
generated, and then the neurons will transmit this primary
sensory information to the brain (Fig. 1b and c). Thanks to the
presence of these ion channel proteins, humans can perceive
and distinguish various types of stimuli accurately and in a
timely manner, and then respond to them with matching
interactions. The decryption of the molecular mechanism of
the skin sensing system has also promoted the rapid
development of artificial ionic skin. In recent years, some
emerging ion sensing mechanisms have been extended from
the imitation of the sensation function of natural skin, which
give the ionic skin a tactile sensation similar to that of natural
skin. This section will elaborate on the new ion sensing
mechanism and material designs of these ionic skins from the
perspective of bionics.

2.1 Artificial mechanoreceptor

Generally, the mechanical force sensing mechanism of ionic
skin mainly focuses on resistive, capacitive and triboelectric
types. However, due to the inherent properties of traditional
ion sensing models, it is still a challenge to give ionic skin a
precise and wide range of force perception similar to that of
natural skin. To this end, many researchers are looking to
further grasp the sensing mechanism of natural
mechanoreceptors. The natural skin's perception of
mechanical forces is mainly controlled by PIEZO2 ion
channel proteins distributed on the membrane of Merkel
cells (Fig. 2a).20 The opening of the PIEZO2 pore channel,
stimulated by mechanical forces, enables the inward flow of
ions, which induces a transient change in the ion
equilibrium inside and outside the cell membrane. During
this process, the deformation behavior of the poroelastic
membrane manipulates the migration of ions. Similar to the
visco-poroelastic behavior of cell membranes, the intrinsic
viscoelastic behavior of polymer structures can be used to
regulate ion migration for the fabrication of artificial
mechanoreceptors; i.e., the intrinsic free volume in the chain
segment of the polymer can act as a nano-channel for ion
storage. When the external force causes the deformation of
the chain segment, the ions will be squeezed out from the
free volume of the polymer matrix, resulting in a change in
the ion concentration distribution.21–25 This novel
phenomenon was discovered and studied by Kim and co-
workers. This team designed and synthesized a viscoelastic
capacitive ionic skin based on thermoplastic polyurethane
(TPU) and ionic liquids ([EMIM][TFSI]).23 The ions squeezed
out by the deformation of the chain segment strongly
affected the electric double layer (EDL) at the electrode

interface, causing a drastic change in capacitance (Fig. 2b).
In order to enhance the sensitivity of force detection, ionic
skins with micro-column arrays were prepared (Fig. 2c). This
strategy improves the efficiency of mechano-transduction and
produces the squeezing-out effect of ions even under weak
pressure stimulation (Fig. 2d). The resulting ionic skin can
accurately detect pressures ranging from 10 Pa to 100 kPa.

For capacitive mechanoreceptors, optimizing the rate of
changing the distance or the opposite area between two
electrodes with the applied force to improve the sensitivity of
the mechanoreceptor has reached a bottleneck. Expanding
the rate of changing the number of charges induced on the
electrode plates before and after force stimulation has
become another alternative for the pursuit of ultra-sensitive
capacitive mechanoreceptors, which is also an expected
outcome inspired by the sensing mechanisms of the natural
skin. With further reflection, we realize that the
implementation of this strategy entirely depends on the
elaborate control of the stimulated migration of ions in the
bulk phase.26,27 Suggestive work led by Kim has
demonstrated the powerful efficacy of regulating weak
interactions in ion systems to enhance the sensitivity of
artificial mechanoreceptors. Inspired by the cell structure,
they designed a synthetic multicellular hybrid ion pump
comprised of silica microspheres with ionic liquids confined
on their surface, a TPU elastomeric matrix, silanol groups,
which are analogous to cells, extracellular matrix, and
conductive integrins (Fig. 3a).28 The dynamic confinement

Fig. 2 (a) PIEZO2 ion channel proteins distributed on Merkel cell
membranes and the regulation of ion migration by the poroelastic
behavior. (b) A visco-poroelastic elastomer based on TPU is used to
regulate mechanically activated ion migration in capacitive ionic skin.
(c) SEM image of the ionic skin with a columnar microstructure. (d)
The precise perception of the weight of a feather by the ionic skin.
Reproduced with permission from ref. 23, copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH.
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interface formed by hydrogen bonding and electrostatic
interactions between the ionic liquid and the surface of the
silica microsphere is the key to conferring ultra-sensitivity on
this artificial mechanoreceptor (Fig. 3b). Under the
stimulation of an external force, these mentioned
supramolecular interactions at the interface are weakened so
that ions are pumped out from the interface, which induces
more charges at the electrode, resulting in a sharp increase
in the capacitance change rate before and after the stimulus.

In the case of the capacitive mechanoreceptor as
mentioned above, the ion species, driven by an applied
voltage, respond to the applied force with a greater
proportion of ions migrating in reverse. The same amount of
dissimilar charges would be generated at the two electrode
plates to balance the voltage of the external circuit at the
final equilibrium stage. We can assume that there is no
difference in the migration process of the cation and anion
in the selected ion species. However, due to the differences
in the size of ion species and their interactions with the
matrix, the ion species confined in the polymer network will
inevitably have differences in the migration rates during the
process of responding to external forces. This difference will
expectedly result in an inhomogeneous distribution of ions
in the bulk phase, which is reflected in the form of open
circuit voltage and short circuit current in the external
circuit. This phenomenon is known as the “piezoionic effect”
(Fig. 4a).29 This term can be traced back to 2015, which was
proposed by Madden et al. This phenomenon was observed
as early as the 1990s in the polyaniline experiment, and

Takashima et al. called this sensing process the
“mechanochemoelectrical effect”.30 However, many
subsequent studies on conductive polymers and ionic
polymer metal composites have confirmed that such
phenomena are highly related to the ionic redistribution in
response to external forces.31–34 Because only a simple
mechanical force input (pressing or bending) can induce the
output of electrical signals (Fig. 4b), ionic skin based on the
“piezoionic effect” has attracted much attention in the fields
of human-computer interaction and intelligent sensors in
recent years.35 In particular, the underlying mechanism of
the “piezoionic effect” is highly similar to that of the ion
concentration redistribution between the cell membrane of
natural mechanoreceptors under external stimulation, which
opens a promising path for the fabrication of biomimetic
mechanoreceptors. Recently, Madden et al. explored in detail
the molecular origin of pressure-induced voltage using ionic
hydrogels as soft material templates, and prepared piezoionic
mechanoreceptors that were highly similar to natural
mechanoreceptors in terms of charge, voltage, and response
time.6 They found that the induced peak voltage was related
to three types of ion fluxes generated during the pressure
process, namely diffusive fluxes, electrophoretic fluxes and
convective fluxes, in which the diffusive and electrophoretic
fluxes together made up the back current opposite to the
convective current. The competition between the back
current and convective current determined the appearance of
the peak voltage, which was also the fundamental reason why
the induced voltage was instantaneous. More interestingly,
the resting potential and action potential could be
constructed analogously to the natural nerve, and the muscle
twitching of mice was successfully activated by this
piezoionic mechanoreceptor. This is a successful example of
information exchange between machinery and living bodies.

In addition to these emerging ion-sensing mechanisms
that mimic stimulated ion migration and redistribution of
natural mechanoreceptors, ionic skin is also struggling to
reproduce the rapid and slow adaptations of natural skin to
the perception of mechanical forces. Natural
mechanoreceptors can be further subdivided into fast
adaptive receptors (FA) and slow adaptive receptors (SA),
which respond to dynamic, transient force stimuli and static,
continuous force stimuli, respectively.36,37 Essentially, it is
about the duration and signal pattern of the response of the
receptors. Reproducing this adaptive feature requires that
artificial receptors be able to produce a controlled response
toward mechanical stimuli. In the research of Madden, it was
found that the response duration of the “piezoionic effect”
was closely related to the stress relaxation process of the
ionic hydrogel.6 In the system with low solid content, there is
greater permeability in the matrix, allowing ions to flow
rapidly within the water-based pore structure, shortening the
time to reach the peak voltage. At the same time, the time to
complete the response decay is shorter. Therefore, the
adaptive behavior of the piezoionic mechanoreceptors can be
adjusted by changing the polymer solid content of the ionic

Fig. 3 (a) A schematic diagram of the overall structure of a synthetic
multicellular hybrid ion pump. (b) The force-induced breakdown of the
hydrogen bond causes ions to be pumped from the confinement
interface. Reproduced with permission from ref. 28, copyright 2019,
Nature Publishing Group.

Fig. 4 (a) Schematic diagram of the mechanism of the piezoionic
effect. (b) Bending-induced inhomogeneous ion distribution.
Reproduced with permission from ref. 35, copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH.
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hydrogel. Besides, due to the intrinsic differences in the
duration and presentation of the sensing signals in different
sensing modes (triboelectric, piezoelectric, piezoionic,
resistive, capacitive), the fabrication of adaptive
mechanoreceptors can also be achieved by integrating
multiple sensing modes.37 Kim et al. combined the
triboelectric effect with the piezoionic effect to achieve the
dynamic switching of the ionic polarization state of the
ionized gelatin.38 Upon contact with ionic skin, the
triboelectric effect induces ion migration to the gel surface to
balance the surface charge. When deformation occurs, the
piezoionic effect dominates the redistribution of ions in the
bulk phase, thus producing the opposite output signal
(Fig. 5). Han et al. focused on the synergistic combination of
the piezoelectric effect and artificial ion channel membrane
(Fig. 6a).39 Through the charge polarization generated by the
Au/PVDF piezoelectric effect film with a fast response similar
to FA, a larger potential difference is formed at the interface
between Au/PVDF film and polyaniline solution, which will
promote ions passing through the porous film and generate
a lasting voltage signal similar to SA (Fig. 6b). This artificial
mechanoreceptor can effectively distinguish various types of
touch and pressure and achieve the artificial reproduction of
the functions of SA and FA.

2.2 Artificial thermoreceptor

Broadly speaking, the sensor that can indicate temperature
variations can be included in the artificial thermoreceptor.
Its development has been relatively mature, and it has been
widely used in daily life. However, for the development of
artificial skin, ultra-sensitive temperature perception is an
unavoidable basic function. In recent years, numerous
flexible artificial skins have shown temperature response
behavior, including the ionic skins mainly discussed in this
review. The ionic soft matters that play the sensing function
in the ionic skin have more outstanding sensing sensitivity
than the traditional temperature response materials,
especially the ionic liquids. Our research group and other
researchers have done a lot of pioneering and fundamental
research on the temperature-sensing mechanism of ionic
liquids.40–44 Their temperature response behavior is mainly

reflected in the changes in electrical signals (ionic
conductivity, current and resistance) with temperature. In
essence, the digital information obtained is also a reflection
of the changes in ion migration in the system with
temperature. For traditional ionic liquids, the electrostatic
interaction between ions is the main interaction that controls
the migration of ions. Therefore, the highly sensitive
response characteristic of ionic liquids toward temperature is
derived from the sensitivity of its own electrostatic
interactions responding to heat, which is also reflected in the
dramatic change in its viscosity and electrical signal with the
change in temperature.45 It can be seen that regulating the
migration of ions through heat is a feasible strategy for
controlling the temperature response behavior of ions. This
concept is similar to the sensing mechanism of natural
thermoreceptors. The thermal perception of natural skin
comes from TRP ion channels distributed in nerve endings
that control the movement of ions across the cell membrane,
and these ion channels have reversible heat-activation
properties at specific temperatures. Analogous to the gating
mechanism of TRP ion channels, reversible electrostatic
interactions can be regarded as molecular gating controlling
ion migration, which also has the characteristics of heat
activation. In addition to electrostatic interactions, other
thermal-sensitive interactions, including hydrogen bonds and
dynamic covalent bonds, can also be selected to enrich this
regulatory means.

To highlight the non-negligible role of dynamic
interactions in enriching and developing the sensing
functions of ionic liquids, we innovatively proposed the
concept of dynamic ionic liquid.10,11,46 Meanwhile, inspired
by the TRPV1 ion channel protein, the ability of dynamic
covalent bonds with heat-activation properties to regulate the
sensitivity of the ionic liquid temperature response was
explored (Fig. 7a). We designed and synthesized a dynamic
ionic liquid with a five-membered ring containing a disulfide
bond, which has intrinsic spontaneous polymerization
behavior. Due to the thermal sensitivity of the disulfide bond,

Fig. 5 The piezoionic effect and the triboelectric effect are combined
to produce an adaptive artificial mechanical perception. Reproduced
with permission from ref. 38, copyright 2021, Wiley-VCH.

Fig. 6 (a) An adaptive artificial mechanoreceptor based on an artificial
ion channel system combined with a piezoelectric film. (b) A schematic
diagram of the sensing mechanism of this adaptive mechanoreceptor.
Reproduced with permission from ref. 39, copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH.
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this dynamic ionic liquid can be reversibly converted between
the polymerized oligomers and free monomers (Fig. 7b). The
heat-activated temperature of this reversible transformation
was determined to be 45 °C, which is similar to the
physiological noxious temperature. At the same time, this
dynamic ionic liquid has an unprecedented intrinsic
temperature response sensitivity of up to 156.79% °C−1,
which is unmatched by traditional thermal-sensitive
materials (Fig. 7c).11 Through energetics analysis, we also
found that the temperature response sensitivity of the ionic
liquids is positively correlated with activation energy for free
ion migration. The activation energy is closely related to the
proportion of confined ions in the system. This work not only
attempts to fabricate artificial thermoreceptors with a similar
ability to that of natural skin to distinguish between
innocuous and noxious thermal stimuli, it also provides a
feasible model for chemically regulating the thermal
response behavior of ions.

3 Visualization of perception

In addition to the response mode of neural electrical signals
based on ion transport, certain organisms in nature have also
evolved color-changeable skin in complex and diverse
environments. These organisms use color changes to
maintain their needs for essential survival functions, such as
communication, camouflage, courtship, etc.47,48 Visual
perception systems that mimic the color-variable mechanism
of organisms have become another attractive aspect of the
functional expansion of ionic skin. They not only engender
the multi-signal response models of ionic skin but also, from
the perspective of consumers, the sensing process with visual

impact can bring users a higher level experience of human–
machine interaction.49

In order to mimic the stimulation-responsive behavior of
organisms with color-changing skin, their skin structures
and sensing mechanisms need to be understood and have
aroused extensive interest. In the case of chameleons, there
are periodically arranged light-reflecting structures in their
skin, forming what we call photonic crystals.50 A change in
the lattice spacing or refractive index of a photonic crystal
will affect its physical interaction with the incident light,
which will appear as a change in the presented color.
Therefore, the rational design of ionic skin with artificial
photonic crystals is a feasible approach to visual perception,
among which the most commonly adopted photonic crystals
have the opal structure or anti-opal structure (Fig. 8a).49,51

The same effect can be achieved by adjusting the regular
arrangement of the liquid crystal structure.47,52,53 For
instance, He and Niu et al. constructed the lamellar liquid
crystal structure in the aqueous phase through the self-
assembly behavior of amphiphilic surfactants, and then fixed
this regular structure into the ionic hydrogel network.
According to the Bragg equation, the wavelength of reflected
light is positively correlated with the lattice spacing at certain
incident angles. Thus, the color of this ionic skin can
respond to swelling, mechanical, and thermal stimuli that
can cause changes in the lattice spacing (Fig. 8b).47 The
change in turbidity caused by the LCST phase transition,
which is also the result of the microstructure of the material
physically interacting with incident light, can be deemed as

Fig. 7 (a) Design concept of a TRPV1-like heat-activated dynamic
ionic liquid; (b) the reversible conversion of the dynamic ionic liquid
between the polymerized state and the monomorphic state; (c) the
electrical response of [TA–EMIm]TA at different temperatures.
Reproduced with permission from ref. 11, copyright 2022, American
Chemical Society.

Fig. 8 (a) Photonic ionic skin embedded with silica microspheres,
and the electrical/optical responsive behavior. Reproduced with
permission from ref. 49, copyright 2021, Wiley-VCH. (b) Photonic
hydrogel structure based on a two-dimensional bilayer membrane
and the mechanisms of optical changes by external stimulation.
Reproduced with permission from ref. 47, copyright 2021, American
Chemical Society.
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another typical temperature-responsive medium for
visualizing thermal perception.54,55 By confining
tetrabutylphosphonium p-styrenesulfonate ([P4444][SS]) in a
gelatin network, our research group prepared transparent
and freestanding ionic hydrogels with LCST behavior, whose
phase separation can occur at adjustable temperature
thresholds and produce visual turbidity for the visualization
of spatial thermal distribution (Fig. 9).55

Electroluminescence technology also allows us to engineer
artificial chameleon skin for the visual perception of
strain.56–61 The sandwich structure is a common choice for a
working electroluminescence device, which consists of two
electrode layers and a luminescent layer embedded with
phosphor particles. Transparency is the basic requirement
for the electrode layer to let light out. The stiffness and
brittleness of the traditional transparent electrode (e.g.,
indium tin oxide) limit its application in skin-like functional
devices. Ionic conductors with both transparency and
stretchability are gradually considered the next generation of
electrodes for flexible electroluminescence devices. However,
high amplitude voltages are usually required to drive such
devices to emit light. Therefore, the tolerance of their
electrochemical windows to the applied voltage should be
carefully considered. For the sandwich-structured
electroluminescence devices, their structure can be
understood as a series model of three capacitors (Fig. 10a), in
which the dielectric capacitance of the emissive layer has a

longer scale of charge separation, resulting in a small
capacitance. The applied voltage is mainly distributed at the
interface of the emissive layer, while the applied voltage at
the interface of the ionic electrodes is insufficient to initiate
electrolysis.57 Therefore, based on this working mechanism
and distinctive attribute, various ionic conductors can satisfy
the basic demands of flexible and stretchable
electroluminescent devices for electrode materials, which can
maintain a bright luminous state under strains (Fig. 10b). It
should be pointed out that the increase in electric field
intensity and the decrease in the areal number density of
phosphor particles caused by material deformation will lead
to the increase in luminescence intensity, which can be used
to indicate different mechanical stimulation behaviors.48 In
recent years, ionic electroluminescent fibers, fabrics, and
other configurations have emerged, and their appearance has
enriched and developed flexible ionotronic materials for
visualized dynamic displays.59,62

The operation voltage that drives phosphor-based
electroluminescent devices is up to several thousand volts.
The low operating voltage-controlled luminescence process is
more adaptable to practical voltages. In nature, some
organisms produce mechanically-stimulated luminescence,
such as dinoflagellates in the ocean. Their luminescence
process, known as ion-mediated chemical luminescence and
electrochemical luminescence, can be performed at operating
voltages below 1.0 V. Inspired by this natural phenomenon,
Kim and Kang et al. transformed local force stimuli into
spatially resolved optical responses by means of a low-voltage
initiated electrochemical luminescence process.25 The
specifically selected electrochemical luminescence reactions
are shown in Fig. 11a, where tris(2,2′-bipyridine)ruthenium(II)

Fig. 9 Ionic liquids with LCST behavior for the visualization of thermal
perception. Reproduced with permission from ref. 55, copyright 2021,
Cell Press.

Fig. 10 (a) Schematic diagram of an electroluminescent device with
ionic conductors. (b) The luminescence states of electroluminescent
devices under different strains. Reproduced with permission from ref.
57, copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH.

Fig. 11 (a) The reaction process of the ionic electrochemical
luminescence reaction. (b) The redistribution of luminescent ions and
the change in the corresponding light intensity induced by the
piezoionic effect. Reproduced with permission from ref. 25, copyright
2021, Wiley-VCH; (c) pressure visualization of porous ionic skin based
on the electrochemical luminescence mentioned in Fig. 11a.
Reproduced with permission from ref. 63, copyright 2021, American
Chemical Society.
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hexafluorophosphate ([Ru(bpy)3][PF6]2) was selected as a
luminophore that could undergo electrochemical reactions
near the electrode plate interface to generate reduced species
([Ru(bpy)3]˙

1+) and oxidized species ([Ru(bpy)3]˙
3+). These two

species collide to produce a luminescent excited state at low
amplitude AC voltage. The intensity of the electrochemical
luminescence is controlled by the ion redistribution caused
by the piezoionic effect. In the process of applying force, the
least mobile [Ru(bpy)3]

2+ ions accumulate in the local area to
produce a more differentiated light intensity response
(Fig. 11b). Since this electrochemical luminescence reaction
occurs near the electrode plate interface, it is the essential
reason for pressure visualization to reversibly manipulate the
concentration of luminescent ions near the electrode plate by
mechanical force. More subtly, Moon et al. utilized the
porous polymer skeleton to adsorb the ionic liquid mixed
with [Ru(bpy)3][PF6]2. The existence of the porous structure
made the direct contact area between the ionic gel and the
electrode plate smaller, while the deformation of the flexible
skeleton caused by the pressure increased the contact
surface. The significant change in the contact area was
accompanied by a change in the luminescent ion distribution
on the electrode plate surface, which was reflected in a
noticeable change in luminescence intensity against pressure
(Fig. 11c).63

The appearance of ionic skin with visual perception
capability has brought the products of science fiction into
the real world. However, visual differences can only
qualitatively reflect the external stimuli, and it is an inherent
attribute that cannot be ignored to take accurate electrical
signals as the presentation of perception. Therefore, it is a
beneficial exploration and practice to integrate the dual
modes of electrical signal response and visual response to
strengthen the function of ionic skin.

4 Noncontact perception

As a sensing mode beyond the sensation of the human skin,
noncontact perception has gradually attracted extensive
attention due to growing demand. Especially in the era of the
COVID-19 epidemic, contactless human-machine interaction
can reduce the risk of contact cross-infection. The perception
of noncontact is also an effective approach to advance
warning, which will provide convenience for the blind to
avoid some unnecessary dangerous contact in their daily
life.64 Achieving noncontact perception requires that a
surrounding object can remotely stimulate the sensing device
and cause changes in the detectable signal. At present, the
methods of noncontact perception mainly include humidity
sensing,65,66 triboelectric sensing,67–69 infrared radiation
sensing,70 magnetic sensing71 and capacitive sensing.72,73

The sensing modes suitable for ionic skin are mainly based
on triboelectric sensors, humidity and capacitive sensors.

Intriguingly, natural organisms with remote sensing
ability are also available, and these biological sensing modes
provide a referable model for the fabrication of artificial

noncontact sensing devices. The most famous are
elasmobranch fishes, including sharks and rays. Their
hydrogel-type ionic electroreceptors distributed on the skin
surface can sense the intensity of the surrounding electric
field, and realize the remote location of prey by comparing
the signal differences of multiple electroreceptors. Inspired
by this kind of bio-electroreceptor, Wang and Sun
respectively fabricated artificial electroreceptors based on
ionic hydrogels whose sensing mechanisms were based on
triboelectric and electrostatic induction effects.67,68 Because
of the common triboelectric phenomenon, the surface of the
surrounding object usually has a specific charge. With the
object approaching the ionic hydrogel receiver, the ions will
locally accumulate on account of the electrostatic induction
effect, and then the induced electric current will be generated
across the external load (Fig. 12). By measuring the voltage
intensity at both ends of the external load, the electric
strength and polarity of the target can be determined. Since
the charge properties of the object depends on the
individual, and the distance of the charged object also affects
the ion polarization state of the receiver, the category and
relative distance of the object can also be detected. However,
due to the universality of the triboelectric phenomenon, the
sensing process of these electroreceptors is easily disturbed
by the external environment, resulting in the uncertainty and
instability of the sensing signal. Although some beneficial
attempts have been carried out to improve the accuracy, such
as arrays of electroreceptors and deep learning
assistance,67,69 the perceptual accuracy and stability are still
not enough to support their application in intricate practice.

The electrical properties of ionic conductors, such as
resistance and capacitance, are usually highly sensitive to
moisture, which can be attributed to the changes in ion
migration and concentration with the absorption and
desorption of water molecules. Besides, there is a certain
humidity gradient on the surface of the human hand, hence,
humidity is another kind of widely adopted sensing medium in
the noncontact perception of human-machine interaction.
However, such ionic humidity-sensing materials often have the
disadvantage of a long time response, which is caused by the
difficulty of the reversible desorption of water molecules. This
issue was also addressed in our previous review.9 Recently,
Zhang et al. designed and fabricated a self-powered flexible

Fig. 12 The structure and sensing mechanism of an artificial
electroreceptor.
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humidity sensor based on a metal-air battery for noncontact
perception (Fig. 13).66 On the one hand, this flexible ionic
sensor can quantitatively monitor the humidity gradient by the
influence of the absorbed water molecules on the migration of
ions in the electrolyte. On the other hand, because the
adsorbed water molecules can participate in the chemical
reaction of the battery and be consumed, this will accelerate
the recovery of the sensing material to the original state, and
greatly reduce the response recovery time. This kind of sensor
material can be called a water molecular consumable humidity
sensor, which provides a feasible scheme for the humidity
sensor with a fast response time. Of course, there is a
consumption process of the electrode material, which will
restrict the service life of this kind of sensor.

The above cases indicate a possible sensing mechanism
for ionic skin to acquire noncontact perception. However, the
existing noncontact sensing mechanisms have their own
unavoidable defects. Future developments in this field
should focus on expanding sensing modes or coupling
multiple sensing mechanisms to improve sensing accuracy
and durability.

5 Perception under harsh conditions

As human footprints appear in the highlands, polar regions,
abyssal sea, deep space and other unusually harsh
environmental areas, there are additional requirements for
the operability of ionic skin in different environments. In
order to adapt to harsh environments, ionic skin has been
developed in recent years, considering its material and
molecular design, to ensure the effectiveness of its perception
function in harsh conditions. These additional functions
toward harsh environments not only expand the range of
operating scenarios of ionic skin but also provide a timely
warning about environmental conditions that may cause
harm to humans. This part will be divided into two
summaries to introduce the material design principles and
research progress of ionic skin in freeze-tolerance, and
underwater perception.

5.1 Freezing-tolerant ionic skin

The change of seasons and the differences in altitude and
latitude make the ambient temperature range of the earth

usually between −40 °C and 50 °C. With humans venturing
into cold areas, ionic skin with freezing-tolerant properties is
desirable. This purpose is to expand the application scenarios
of ionic skin by maintaining its flexibility, and its stable and
reliable sensing performance under extremely cold
conditions. For different types of ionic skin, such as ionic
hydrogel and ionic organic gel, there are obvious differences
in their intrinsic freezing tolerance. This section analyzes the
materials design strategy of the existing ionic skin with the
property of freezing tolerance from the perspective of the
composition types of ionic skin.

The freezing tolerance of ionic skin utilizing water as the
ion conduction medium is dominated by the formation of
ice. When the water in the ionic hydrogel freezes into ice, the
mechanical properties and ion migration will be affected
disastrously. Therefore, reducing the freezing point of water
and inhibiting the large-scale growth of ice crystals are the
universal strategies to improve the freezing resistance of this
type of ionic skin.74 The formation and growth of ice nuclei
are mediated by high-density hydrogen bonds between water
molecules. Breaking the hydrogen bond between water
molecules is the essential reason to produce the reduced
freezing point. Ethylene glycol, glycerol, DMSO, etc. can
provide external hydrogen bond interactions to break the
intrinsic hydrogen bonds within water molecules, thereby
inhibiting the formation of ice nuclei.75–81 For example, He
et al. prepared ionic hydrogels based on polyvinyl alcohol via
the co-nonsolvency effect of the binary system of DMSO and
water.82 According to the phase diagram, the gel with the
content of 60 wt% DMSO exhibits the lowest freezing point
(Fig. 14a). At the same time, after introducing H2SO4, this gel
still maintains good mechanical and electrical properties at
−50 °C (Fig. 14b and c). In addition, organic salt and
inorganic salt are frequently used as antifreeze additives to
depress the freezing point.83–86 The incorporation of organic
salt or inorganic salt into the hydrogel not only endows it
with ionic conductivity but also significantly disturbs the
hydrogen bond interaction between water molecules by the

Fig. 13 Humidity-sensitive chemoelectric flexible ionic sensors for
noncontact perception. Reproduced with permission from ref. 66,
copyright 2022, Nature Publishing Group.

Fig. 14 (a) Phase diagram of a mixed solution of water and DMSO. (b)
The fabrication process of freeze-tolerant ionic skin based on the
mixed solvent of water and DMSO. (c) This ionic skin can still light LED
lights at −50 °C. Reproduced with permission from ref. 82, copyright
2021, Wiley-VCH.
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electrostatic interaction. Typically, calcium chloride is often
used as a deicing agent to reduce the freezing point of water
to prevent road icing. Similarly, it can be regarded as a
functional additive to prepare freezing-tolerant ionic skin
with excellent mechanical properties. Vlassak et al. divided
the freezing behavior of hydrogels with decreasing
temperature into three stages: 1) a regular hydrogel, in which
the aqueous phase is in a fluid state; 2) a slurry gel, the
aqueous phase of which is in the partially frozen state; 3) a
frozen gel, the aqueous phase of which is in the completely
frozen state (Fig. 15a).83 Their research found that with the
increase of calcium chloride content, the temperature
required for the hydrogel to reach its slurry gel and frozen
gel state is lower. Meanwhile, the slurry gel state exhibits
relatively enhanced fracture toughness due to the
introduction of toughening mechanisms such as crack
pinning, crack deflection and energy dissipation by the
micro-cavity formed around the ice crystals (Fig. 15b). The
basic analysis of this simple system provides a new viewpoint
for the preparation of freezing-tolerant ionic hydrogels with
robust toughness. The inspiration for another strategy for
inhibiting the growth of ice crystals can be traced back to
natural organisms. There are numerous freezing-tolerant
organisms in nature and their tolerance to extremely cold
environments is attributed to the presence of antifreeze
proteins. Antifreeze proteins are the typical hybrids of
hydrophilic and hydrophobic structures in which the
hydrophobic surface can bind to the tiny ice crystals to
inhibit their further expansion. Therefore, studies have been
conducted to add natural antifreeze proteins to the ionic
hydrogel system to ensure the effectiveness of its sensing
performance in low-temperature environments.87

Compared with the ionic hydrogels as mentioned above,
ionic skin based on ionic organic gels has more prominent
advantages in freezing tolerance, which is due to the intrinsic
low freezing point of organic ionic materials such as ionic
liquids.88,89 Of course, the influence of the glass transition
temperature of the polymer skeleton on the freezing
tolerance cannot be ignored.90 The doped ionic liquid can
exert a plasticizing effect to reduce the glass transition
temperature of the material, thus assisting it to maintain
excellent stretchability at low temperatures.

5.2 Underwater perception

Wearable underwater sensing devices are of great significance
for humans to get involved in deep-sea exploration and
underwater sports. It can provide the timely transmission
and feedback of human physiological signals to ensure
safety. Moreover, it also can allow professional underwater
athletes to grasp movement posture information and assist
in the improvement of their professional skills. Giving ionic
skin the ability of underwater perception requires
overcoming two tricky issues: 1) swelling capacity; for the
common ionic skin with a hydrophilic skeleton and
conducting ions, swelling will occur unexpectedly and cause
damage to the mechanical properties. 2) Diffusion of
conducting ions; due to the effect of ion concentration, the
ions in the ionic skin tend to diffuse into the water, which
leads to the instability of its sensing performance. Therefore,
given the above two issues, the fabrication strategies for
water-resistant ionic skin can be roughly divided into two
categories. The first is to decrease the osmotic pressure of
the ionic hydrogel system to reduce the loss of conductive
ions as much as possible. For example, Lü and Wei et al.
elaborately took advantage of the positive charge
characteristic of zwitterionic hydrogels in acidic
environments.91 The existence of electrostatic repulsion
reduced the osmotic pressure and the prepared ionic
hydrogel showed excellent swelling resistance and ion
retention ability. Secondly, regulating the hydrophobicity of
ionic skin to shield external water is the most common
means. Typically, the anion [TFSI] is the most selected
hydrophobic conducting ion for ionic liquids.92–103 In
addition, hydrophobic polymer skeletons, such as P(VDF–
HFP),94,102 fluorinated polyurethane,96 fluorinated poly(ionic
liquid),93,95,100 etc., have also been frequently tried for the
preparation of water-resistant ionic skin.

6 Other attractive functions of ionic
skin

Over the course of a decade, in addition to the
aforementioned perceptual functions, several emergent
properties have been incorporated into ionic skin to respond
to practical needs. Some recent reports on the extended
functions of ionic skin are summarized and listed below.

Fig. 15 (a) Crack growth process of a hydrogel containing calcium
chloride during the cooling process. The hydrogel consists of three
stages: 1) regular hydrogel; 2) slurry gel; 3) frozen gel. (b) The fracture
toughness of hydrogels with different calcium chloride contents at
sub-zero temperatures. Reproduced with permission from ref. 83,
copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH.
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6.1 Self-healing

Similar to natural skin, ionic skin is also expected to gain
self-healing properties to extend its service life. In general,
ionic skin systems with abundant dynamic covalent bonds or
supramolecular interactions often exhibit self-healing
properties after mechanical damage. Of course, self-healing
is a commonplace topic and has been deeply discussed in
numerous previous reports,104,105 so it will not be repeated in
this paper.

6.2 UV filtering

In high-altitude environments, intense ultraviolet light can
accelerate melanin deposits, damage DNA and even cause
skin cancer. Some recent studies have sought to obtain ionic
skin with UV filtering capability to broaden the range of
applications. The incorporation of UV light absorption and
refraction materials, such as tannic acid-coated inorganic
nanomaterials, is the main contributor to the UV filtering
capability of these ionic skins.106,107 Besides, there is also
ionic skin that relies on the physical structure formed by the
polymer network itself to block UV. Wu et al. used a
nanoscale network formed by chitosan and poly(methacrylic
acid) to scatter and absorb UV.108

6.3 Antibacterial

Antibacterial properties, an additional function that is the icing
on the cake of ionic skin, are also attracting widespread
attention. Hydrogel-based ionic skin with its suitable water
environment is conducive to the growth of bacteria. In contrast,
those systems that utilize organic ions, especially imidazole
cations, as conducting ions, have intrinsic antimicrobial
properties, which are due to the non-specific adsorption of
positive imidazole cations to the surface of the cell membrane
and the disturbance of the phospholipid bilayer by its
hydrophobic alkyl chains.109,110 There are also strategies to
introduce nitric oxide as an antimicrobial agent into ionic skin
to achieve a broad spectrum of antibacterial properties.111

6.4 Theranostic

Ionic skin can also be regarded as a powerful management
platform for wound healing and the local delivery of drugs.
The ionic skin, as a container, can reserve stimulant factors
that promote wound healing or therapeutic drugs, and
forwardly establish a substance transport channel between
the tissue interfaces by means of the existing concentration
gradient.111,112 Ionic skin patches can also act as an
application window for electrical stimulation to accelerate
wound healing.113

6.5 Self-cleanable

Self-cleanable ionic skin can be customized, meaning that
specific materials are designed for specific cleaning objects.
For instance, the cleaning of ink stains can depend on the
hydrophobic effect of fluorinated ionic skin.114 Ionic skin

based on zwitterions has excellent efficacy against the
adhesion of bacteria and biofilm.115

7 Conclusion and perspectives

The last decade has witnessed the birth and development of
the ionic skin, which uses ions as the sensory signal
acquisition and transmission medium. Compared with
traditional electronic skin, ionic skin can easily achieve ultra-
stretchability, transparency and biocompatibility while taking
into account excellent sensing performance. More
importantly, its sensing process based on ion migration is
highly similar to that of natural skin. Therefore, many bionic
strategies that regulate ion migration have been adopted to
prepare ionic skin with high sensitivity and a wide range of
mechanical and thermal perceptions. In addition, the
richness and diversity of ionic soft materials make ionic skin
a multi-functional application platform, and various
additional functions can be derived that are beyond the
natural skin. Concerted efforts over the past decade have
resulted in the progress of ionic skin by leaps and bounds.
The definition of ionic skin is evolving with the times, that
is, ionic skin is a multifunctional flexible sensing device with
ionic soft matter as the sensing medium.

However, ionic skin is still in the development stages and the
existing ionic skins cannot fully reproduce the perception ability
of natural skin, especially in the face of complex and varied
external stimuli. The powerful perception of natural skin comes
from the synergy of the various receptors. The future
development of ionic skin should not only expand the types of
artificial receptors to obtain the response-ability to various
forms of stimulation but should also pay attention to the
coordination of the feedback regulation system of each artificial
receptor on the premise of ensuring the perception acquisition
without interference. Besides, the density of receptors
distributed in the skin is staggering, so the integration of a high
density of artificial receptors into ionic skin is a potential
requirement to recreate the high-resolution perception of
natural skin. At the same time, with the expansion of the
functions of ionic skin, the future development of this field
should pay more attention to the integrated design of multi-
functions in specific application scenarios. For example, ionic
skin suitable for nursing injured plateau soldiers should have
multiple functions, such as freezing resistance, UV shielding,
motion sensing and auxiliary wound treatment. Although ionic
skin and natural skin both acquire and transmit external stimuli
in the form of ions, there are still great challenges in achieving
direct information exchange between them. The suitable soft
interface for ion conduction may be the feasible bridge for
effective communication between ionic skin and nerves.
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